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Raider Spotlight: Van der Keijl has
standout performance
Justin Boggs
Sports Editor
Boggs.59@wright.edu

I

t is hard for Wright State
women’s basketball center Richelle van der Keijl to
blend in. Standing 6-foot-5,
she is the tallest player in the
Horizon League and one of the
tallest in all of college basketball.
After struggling to take advantage of her height early in
the season, van der Keijl, a native of Delft, The Netherlands,
had a breakout performance

Saturday versus Cleveland
State scoring 19 points and
grabbing eight rebounds. It
was van der Keijl’s first double-digit performance against
a Division I opponent.
Coming into Saturday’s
game versus Cleveland State,
she’d only played seven minutes in Horizon League action,
scoring two points.
Last year, van der Keijl
missed the entire season due
to an Achilles injury she suffered on the first day of practice. Since then, her recovery

The perfect mixture of
sassy and classy

...Continued on page 9

Meeting the standard: Chipotle
removes carnitas from menu
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

The local Chipotle Mexican
Grill at Fairfield Crossing, near
Walmart, no longer offers carnitas (pork) at its establishment. For the time being, that
is.
In fact, many of the Chipotle
restaurants in the region will

not be providing the carnitas
option due to a pork supplier
not meeting the Responsibly
Raised pork standards set by
the company. Chipotle runs
routine audits to check on the
welfare of the animals raised
for the restaurant. During a
recent audit, it was discovered
that an important supplier
was not up to code.

Without this supplier, there
is not enough pork to supply
all of the national locations
for Chipotle. The location at
The Greene, as well as many
other Dayton locations, will
also not be serving carnitas as
our area is the most affected
by this issue. Only 65 percent
of the stores nation-wide will
be serving carnitas.
While the local Chipotle
was unable to comment much
on the matter, the Chipotle
Mexican Grill, Inc. commented on the standards by saying, “Our Responsibly Raised
pork comes from pigs that are
raised with outdoor access or
in deeply bedded pens, and
are raised without the use of
antibiotics.”
...Continued on page 4

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

“I like to think I have a classic fashion sense,” Senior Michelle Harr says.
Harr stands wearing a pair
of jade green pants, a black
scoop neck t-shirt and a taupe
sweater. A jewel necklace
pulls everything together as
Harr explains some of her
fashion choices.
“I only shop things that are
on sale,” Harr says. “I like upscale stores that have professional clothing, but they’re
usually really expensive. I
can’t afford to drop $90 on
a sweater, but when it’s on
clearance with an additional
40 percent off I can make that
work.”
Just as important as shopping on clearance, Harr’s biggest rule for her closet is versatility.
“I have to be able to dress

Tweets of the week

it up, or dress it down,” Harr
says. “My rule is that I have to
be able to wear it to two places: wear it to work and school,
or wear it to school and out
with friends. “
Harr is a senior in materials
science and engineering with
high hopes of pursuing her
mechanical masters degree to
become a structural analyst on
components of airplanes and
engines. Even with a packed
schedule and many long days
in the lab, Harr avoids the
‘sweat-pant’ look and instead
aims for ‘effortless.’
“A strong lip can cure the
rainiest and gloomiest and
saddest of days, as can a good
cat eye,” Harr says. “If you put
something simple together,
and pair it with a good lip color and a nice cat eye, you will
still look put together and fabulous, even if it’s just a black tshirt and a pair of jeans.”

2CAMPUS
EVENTS:

Friday, Jan. 30
•
Last day to drop or withdraw and
receive a 100% tuition refund
•
Last day to purchase or cancel
student health insurance
•
Board of Trustees’ Student
Affairs Committee: 9:45-10:45 p.m.
Foundations Board Room
Monday, Feb. 2
•
Men’s Basketball v. Green Bay: 8
p.m. Ervin J. Nutter Center
Wednesday, Feb. 4
•
IFI Conversation Table: 1:30-3:30
p.m. Student Union 103
•
Presidential Lecture Series
presents “An Evening with Steve
Wozniak”: 7-8 p.m. Ervin J. Nutter
Center
Thursday, Feb. 5
•
CORINS Anatomy Valentine’s Day
Bake Sale: 11:15-2:15 p.m.
•
Women’s Basketball v. Youngstown
State: 12 p.m. Ervin J. Nutter Center
Friday, Feb. 6
•
Wright Venture Application
Submissions Due
Saturday, Feb. 7
•
Women’s Basketball v. Valparaiso:
2 p.m. Ervin J. Nutter Center
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Wright State University in
Dayton, Ohio. Editorials without
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David Neikirk

News Writer

Olivia Rutherford

Classifieds
MATTRESSES FOR SALE: Queen Pillow-Top Mattress
Set $149. Twin-Queen Black Diamond Bedroom Groups
$399. Twin-Queen Bed Frames $39. Brand New Overstock Items!!! Call: (937) 668-5111

Your photo could be shown here! Just include
#WSUGUARDIAN to enter and your
Instagram of WSU could be chosen for our
next issue.
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The real legacy of Prophet eak!
p
s s
t
Muhammad (PBUH) tuden

Written by: We’am Hussain, Anam Hussain,
Rabiah Gul, Naima Ismail, and Fatema Albalooshi.

“W

ask.fm/mandyadvice
V

Dear Mandy,
Found out my boyfriend cheated on me over
Christmas break when he went snowboarding in
Colorado with friends. One of his friends got drunk
and told me all about it, and now I’m completely
devastated. I feel like I can’t trust him anymore,
and he was my best friend.
–Devastated
Dear Devastated,
Until you confront your boyfriend about it and find
out the truth, do nothing. People say stuff when
they’re drunk all the time, but there is no validity
behind it until your boyfriend comes clean. If it’s true
that he cheated on you, that’s where things get sticky.
Do you forgive him? Do you dump him? I do know you
don’t deserve to be treated like a second thought and
you certainly don’t deserve to be replaced with somebody while he’s on vacation for pure convenience. If
it’s true he cheated, my advice is to dump his sorry
behind and start over somewhere new.
Love, Mandy
Dear Mandy,
I’m a little overweight, and I’ve always been
uncomfortable about it. I just met a guy who is like
me, because we both have a little chub around the
edges, and I feel like my life is finally being pieced
together. Except he just asked if I wanted to try
eating donuts for one week to see what happens. I
don’t want to gain more weight. Thoughts?
-Conflicted
Dear Conflicted,
You said yourself that you aren’t comfortable where
you are weight-wise, so don’t feel pressured to engage in an all-donut diet. There are many reasons
why you should not do this. First, you will feel horrible all the time. No, seriously, you will have headaches, and your body will not be happy. (Trust me.)
Second, what is there to gain from only eating donuts
for a week? Absolutely nothing. Do not engage in this
tomfoolery. Your body--and your bowels--with not
thank you for it.
Love, Mandy
Disclaimer: Ask Mandy is satirical and intended for
humorous purposes. The views and opinions reflected are
those of Mandy, not The Guardian as an organization.
facebook.com/theguardianonline

ho is Muhammad?”
has been a recent
inquiry that has dominated social media platforms. With the
controversial events in France
involving Charlie Hebdo’s satirical magazine featuring highly
offensive cartoons published in
2006, to the appalling shootings
of innocent humans working
for the magazine in 2015, people have been bombarded with
highly contrasting perspectives
of who Muhammad is.
While these recent terroristic
events are reprehensible and
sickening, Muslims all around
the world created an opportunity to emphasize how terrorism does not have an Islamic
origin. Muslims have redefined
the narrative and redirected the
attention to “Who is Muhammad?” Thousands of Muslims
have used the hashtag “Who is
Muhammad” as awareness of
the peaceful reality of Prophet
Muhammad and Islam. This
hashtag became a worldwide
trend and a brilliant use of an
educational opportunity.
He was a man of humble beginnings, and an orphan since
age six. Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH—standing for Peace Be
Upon Him, as a title of respect)
was given the designation “the
most truthful” from even before
his Prophethood due to his moral character and compassion.
He is known to be a mercy to
all creations, and his teachings
and actions resonate in nearly
all places—the U.S. Supreme
Court has a plaque honoring
the Prophet saying: “Prophet
Muhammad honored by U.S.
Supreme Court as one of the
greatest lawgivers of the world
in 1935.”
While people may be shocked
at this distinction, understanding Muhammad’s teachings may
lead to clarity as to why. The
Prophet Muhammad once said,
“The strong person is not the
one who can wrestle someone
else down. The strong person
is the one who can control himself when he is angry.” He also
stated that “Kindness is a mark
of faith, and whoever is not kind
has no faith.” Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was an exemplar of
kindness and peace.
Although the media portrays
a small minority of individuals who claim otherwise, mainstream Islamic scholars and a
@wsuguardian
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majority of Muslims and Muslim
organizations have condemned
these acts of violence. Muslims
recognize that in actuality, the
terroristic response to Hebdo’s
cartoons do not reflect Islam or
the Prophet’s teachings.
An example from the Prophet’s own life is when he started
preaching publically, he faced
much opposition. His own tribe,
the “Quraysh,” was angered by
the spread of Islam, and they
sought to defame him by calling
him “Mudhammam” which in
Arabic means “shameful.” When
the companions of the Prophet
heard this, they were very disturbed but the Prophet calmly
appeased them saying: “Is it
not wondrous how God turns
me away from the insults of the
Quraysh? They insult Mudhammam, whereas I am Muhammad!” He viewed the taunts that
others threw at him as a lighthearted excuse and did not take
it to heart. After all, he knew

that his worth was not defined
by others.
Educated individuals of all
faiths respect the immense
changes in the world that were
brought on by Prophet Muhammad. Many Muslims have wholeheartedly condemned the Paris
attacks, speaking out for harmony and justice. After all, God
tells Muslims in the Qur’an to:
“Be maintainers of justice and
bearers of true witness for God,
even if the truth goes against
your own selves or parents or
relatives or someone who is
rich or poor” (4:135). Therefore, alternatively we encourage
education and awareness about
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
and his role and influence on
Muslims in order to eradiate
stereotypes. Ultimately, this
knowledge will help to bridge
gaps of misunderstandings and
increase respect, cooperation
and most importantly, peace.

Take an Hour to Change your Life

peacecorps.gov/openings
Apply today.
1.855.855.1961 | chicago@peacecorps.gov

Research Study for
Women with Endometriosis

Wright St. Univ.
Size: 4 x 3.5”
Run dates: W 1/14 (1st issue), W 1/21, W 1/28

The SOLSTICE study is evaluating an investigational
drug to see if it is safe and how well it works to manage
endometriosis pain.
If you are 18 to 49 years old with moderate to
severe endometriosis pain, you may be eligible to
participate. The study may last up
to approximately 20 months and
involve about 14 study visits.
Study participation is voluntary.

To learn more, visit
www.SolsticeEndoResearch.com, or call

888-633-8914
www.theguardianonline.com
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No fluency required to
participate in French Club’s
spring events
Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

W

right State’s French
Club has organized
several events this semester for both French speakers
and those who do not know
the language at all. The club
is open to all majors and
welcomes those who are interested in French culture as
well.
One event, Make Macaroons with Xavier Mellor, is
on Friday, Feb. 13 from 4 to 5
p.m. in the Rockafield House
kitchen. Mellor is a student
taking French classes who
makes macaroons in his free
time. Students will have the
opportunity to make these
treats while speaking French
together.
Associate Professor of
French Kristen Halling is
presenting on Gérard Depardieu, a French actor

and businessman. This is a
unique opportunity for students to learn about French
culture.
Other events that the
French Club has organized
for the semester include
Conversation Hours and
Walk and Talks. Conversation Hours are on Mondays
and Fridays, led by either
the French professors or the
French Club officers. Walk
and Talks are new this semester, and are led by Dr.
Halling. The idea for this
particular event is to get students active while speaking
and learning French.
Above all, the French Club
hopes that students will get
more involved and have fun.
Jasmine Higgins, vice
president of French Club,
hopes to see new faces at the
events this semester. “Don’t
be afraid if you aren’t fluent, we welcome all levels of
proficiency. There is no judgment and we are all willing
to help,” Higgins said.

Wright Way Policy
change results in
e-cigarette restrictions
Hannah Hendrix
Features Editor
Hendrix.16@wright.edu

s of Jan. 12, students
who use e-cigarettes
will be subject to the same
restrictions as other smokers
on campus.
In February 2014, Wright
State’s student government
passed a resolution requesting that e-cigarettes be added to the university’s list of
restricted tobacco products

found in Wright Way Policy
6020. A couple of months later, the Faculty Senate unanimously adopted a resolution
supporting the student government resolution. The policy, originally implemented in
1992, states that “[c]igarette,
cigar, and/or pipe-smoking...
is only permitted outdoors,”
a rule that now applies to ecigarettes as well.

4
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Student Union food statistics
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

T

he food on Wright
State’s campus has
been getting updates for the
past couple of years, with
Chartwells taking over the
food production and the addition of new coffee shops.
There are plans to continue
updating the campus dining
experience for the next few
years. As for now, the Union
Market seems to be one of
the busiest on campus during meal times. This could be
due to the large amount of

seating available, or it could
be that students favor the options provided in the Student
Union.
The most popular items
bought at each section of the
Union Market are the GrillNation Burgers, Create Turkey Subs and the 2.Mato Pepperoni Pizza. That being said,
GrillNation Burgers are the
overall most popular food
stand in the entire Union
Market.
Mike Bauschlinger, a campus bible study leader, commented on the soup at Wright

...Chipotle

State’s Union Market: “[The
soup] is pretty good and at a
good price.”
The least purchased item
ended up being the local
Young’s Dairy ice cream.
Some students equate that
to the asking price for the
little tub. Matthew Buschur,
a junior, says that the Union
Market food is, “Too expensive. I would maybe eat here
if it was cheaper.” Next in line
for being the least purchased
were the GrillNation Veggie
Burger and the 2.Mato Calzone.

(continued from front page)

There is a process of raising pigs called the ‘conventional method’ where the
pigs typically do not have access to the outdoors. lives on
hard-slatted floors without
any bedding; all this inside of
densely crowded buildings.
The pigs are also given antibiotics to keep them from
getting sick.
Given the differences in the
standards, serving pork from
these conventionally raised
pigs is simply not an option
to the people at Chipotle.
When asked if she thought

Chipotle’s decision was a
good one, sophomore Lizzie
Stoermer said, “I do. I think
such a huge company taking
a stance like that is a really
good way to get the message
to the supplier that what
they’re doing isn’t okay.”
Sophomore Lauren Ragan
was unaware of the reason
carnitas were taken off the
menu but said, “[That’s] very
admirable of the company,
though. They’re choosing humanity over business profits.”
The goal is to find another

@wsuguardian

facebook.com/theguardianonline

pork supplier that will be
able to keep up with the “Responsibly Raised” standards
and get carnitas back on the
menu. A team is currently
working hard to resolve this
issue.
“We would rather not serve
pork at all than serve pork
from animals that are raised
in this way,” Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc. said.

NEWS 5
Nursing students forced to
wait as policies change
Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

F

aculty and students
were taken for a loop
recently when graduate students of the College of Nursing and Health were forced
to wait for licenses to take
exams that would give them
clearance to become registered nurses.
The exam was the NCLEX, a
licensure exam taken by grad
students to allow them to
proceed as registered nurses. When students complete
all their studies with the college, documents are signed
by the dean and sent to the
Ohio Board of Nursing for
verification to take the exam.
These documents for the December graduates were recently rejected and returned.
The process’ halting can be
attributed to a change in the
Ohio Board of Nursing’s doc-

ument signing policy. Previously, documents signed by
the college’s dean were sent
to what is called an Autopen
machine, which copies the
original signature onto
all other documents.
“It was Christmas, and
we heard from students
that they hadn’t gotten
their stuff to test yet,”
said Dr. Deborah Ulrich,
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs
in the College of Nursing, “so we called and
started investigating.”
It was discovered that
the Ohio Board of Nursing had left an undiscovered voicemail detailing
that all documents were
being returned without clearance. They had
changed their policies to
require all documents to
be hand-signed.
About 75 to 80 gradu-

ate students were delayed,
which means they had to
wait to take their NCLEX. This
means Wright State grads fell
toward the back of the line to
other colleges with students
who didn’t have to wait and
became registered sooner.
Delays are not uncommon,

given the amount of graduating students. “Usually in
the May-June graduation,
students will wait a longer
period of time to get their
licenses to test,” said Ulrich. “It could take a month
or two, it just depends how
many we have graduating.”

As of now, the dean has
signed all the documents and
resent them for verification.
They have been processed
this past week and grads
should be back on track soon.

Kids’ Tickets
$10!
Ages 2-12. Limit of four (4) kids’ tickets with purchase of a full-price adult ticket.
Restrictions, exclusions and additional charges may apply.
Subject to availability. Excludes premium seats.

JAN. 30 & 31
WSU NUTTER CENTER
Fri. 7:30 PM
Sat. 2:00 & 7:30 PM

Pit Party: Sat. 11:30 am – 1:00 PM

© 2014 Feld Motor Sports, Inc. Competitors shown are subject to change.

facebook.com/theguardianonline
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Food Review: Pita Wrap Couponing: Tips for coping with
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

P

ita Wrap is a recent addition to the Fairborn
culinary scene, with its location at 3800 Colonel Glenn
Highway in the same strip
mall as Starbucks. It offers a
range of Mediterranean dishes at cheaper prices.
The first thing I noticed
about Pita Wrap was the atmosphere. The decor had an
industrial feel, with curled
metal light fixtures in the
center of the ceiling and a
stainless steel countertop in
back, which made the place
feel trendy. The back wall was
painted orange with words
scattered in yellow, which
added a splash of color to the
already cold surface. Service
was very friendly. When I
walked in, they gave me free
baklava. The cashier even remembered my name when
he brought out my food.
The dish the restaurant is
named for is the pita wrap,
which consists of a soft
pita
with
some vegetables and
sauce. You
can get veggie, falafel
and chicken

or steak shawarma in the
wrap. There are also rice
bowls and kebabs, which
come with the same elements offered with the pita
wrap, with the addition of
kufta. You can get sides as
well, like rice and falafel. If
you blood sugar is low, they
also sell baklava, which was
crispy and quite moist.
I bought a chicken shawarma pita wrap for around
six bucks. The chicken was a
little dry, but it was flavorful and the garlic sauce that
came with it was pungent
but not overpowering. It’s
definitely worth a try for the
garlic sauce alone, which
comes with the chicken pita
wrap. I bought about 5 pieces of falafel. The texture had
a good chew to it and was
freshly made.
Although some of the menu
items were a little pricey,
you aren’t going to break the
bank for a pita wrap. It’s definitely worth a trip for lunch
between classes.

Review: Tank’s Bar and Grill
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

Finding cheap food with
a reputation for being delicious is kind of like finding
spare change in a dorm. You
just won’t. Tank’s Bar and
Grill at 2033 Wayne Avenue
is the exception, however,
with award winning burgers, chili and breakfast food
at a price that won’t have you
pulling up couch cushions.
According to General Manager Adam Lang, in 1987 Dan
Tankersley wanted to open a
bar that offered more than
drinks, so he started Tank’s.
“He wanted to have a bar
6
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that you could get a sandwich at,” said Lang, “and
then he was wildly successful with the food end, so now
it’s a restaurant you can get a
beer at.”
If success is measured in
awards, then Tank’s fits the
profile, with a burger that
was voted best in Dayton,
according to Lang: the Tankburger.
Lang and Mojo Jarusiewic,
the kitchen manager, state
that the success of their burgers is due to the fact that they
buy fresh beef daily from local store Dot’s Market, their
status as a “scratch kitchen”
where they make nearly
everything on the menu inwww.theguardianonline.com

the ‘Ramen Noodle’ budget
Andrea Schaaf
Contributing Writer
Schaaf.14@wright.edu

any of us have seen
“Extreme Couponing”
on TLC and heard of those
who buy supplies ahead, as
if stockpiling for the apocalypse. Turns out this isn’t too
far from a student’s reality.
Although
it doesn’t
have to
be taken
to that
extreme,
couponing is becoming
easier
for the
everyday shopper. In today’s
tech-savvy world, there are
apps as well as online downloads for coupons. Download, pull out smart-phone,
scan and save. It is that simple.
“I use ‘Yowza!!’ and ‘SnipSnap’ on a weekly basis,”
said James Conway, a Wright
State University senior. His
classmate, Jen Jacobs agreed.
“We try to use as many
apps as possible. We also
check the Sunday paper,” Jacobs said.
Applications like ‘Yowza!!’
and ‘SnipSnap’ are mobile

storage locations for your
coupons, some of which pull
up deals in your geographical area in addition to letting
you share and trade coupons
with participating friends.
A few other great apps for
saving include ‘RetailMeNot’
and ‘Shopkick.’ Although
these may not be direct links
to hard coupons, they do notify you when popular area
stores
a r e
having.
In addition to
these,
store
a p p s
can also help save some cash.
Stores like Walgreens, CVS
and Target have their own
apps with exclusive coupons.
Almost every couponing
app is free for iOS and Android. So is the website Redplum.com, where customers
can download and print out
free manufacturer coupons
at any time. There are lots of
methods for saving money,
and today’s options typically
save you some time as well.
Taking just a few extra minutes out of a day or two each
week could be saving students hundreds on their gro-

house and their tendency to
buy the best ingredients they
can, instead of buying offbrand.
“We try to get the best of
the best. All the ingredients
are branded,” said Jarusiewic.
“We don’t use cheap mayonnaise, we use Hellmann’s.
Same way with ketchup, we
use Heinz.”
In addition to their burgers, Tank’s has chili with an
impressive winning streak.
“We’ve won quite a few
awards,” said Jarusiewic.
“[For the past ten years]
we’ve probably entered 7 or
8 cook-offs and we’ve placed
third or above in every one.
We took second place in a
bean chili category, and we
don’t even have beans in it.”

Even though Tank’s has a
bar, customers get up bright
and early for their breakfast
menu, which, according to
Jarusiewic, was voted second
best in Dayton. Lang said that
you could expect to see customers lined up outside waiting for a table at 8:30 a.m. on
weekends, even though they
offer all items on the menu at
any time during the day.
The menu, Lang states, is
tailored to Tankersley’s vi-

M

@wsuguardian
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cery bills and other needs every month. A little more time
spent “clipping” on a Sunday
could mean some money to
burn on Friday.
Here are five practical tips
for the average college student when it comes to couponing. (And saving serious
money!)
Clipping
coupons
from the Sunday paper. Local retailers often use
the newspaper as an outlet
for advertising their sales—
and coupons!
Subscribe to the loyalty program associated with the brands and
stores you love. Perhaps
just by joining an e-mail list
or obtaining a punch card or
rewards card, you could save
some serious money.
If you have a coupon,
use it at the same time
a store is having a sale to get
the best bang for your buck.
Follow your favorite
brands on Facebook.
More often than not, there
will be money-saving opportunities right there on their
page.
Dollar stores are often a great alternative when searching for basic
supplies.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

sion of what he wants to eat,
leading to larger, cheaper
and higher quality portions,
saying that one meal from
Tank’s could feed a person
twice. Providing all three is
Tank’s attempt at ensuring
each customer has a memorable experience.
“It costs a little bit more,”
said Jarusiewic, “but in the
long run, it’s better for the
customer.”

WRIGHT LIFE
6 super foods from around the world
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Healthy ingredients that will change the way you eat
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

1.

Turmeric

Origin: South Asia
Packed full of antioxidants
and
anti-inflammatories,
this perennial is known to
inhibit the growth of cancer
cells, lower cholesterol and
provide relief to rheumatoid
arthritis. In case you were
curious, turmeric is the ingredient responsible for curry’s color and is extremely
high in iron.

3.
2.

Goji Berries

Origin: Tibet & China
These berries are hailed
for their anti-aging properties, as well as being high
in protein, vitamin C and
many other nutrients such
as fiber and zinc. Goji Berries are generally accessible
in a dried form, making them
perfect for teas or a trail mix.

6.

Ginger

Origin:
Southern China
Used for centuries as a
natural remedy for common
ailments, ginger might be
tough on the nose, but it is a
powerful player in the kitchen. Not only does ginger naturally help to relieve motion
sickness, it also strengthens
the body’s immunity, reduces pain and morning sickness and has long been used
as a remedy for heartburn.

4.

Cumin

Origin:
Mediterranean region
Cumin is known for its
high iron levels, metabolism
boosters and that flavor you
love in taco meat. This spice
helps rid your body of toxins
and impurities, which often
leads to clearer skin and reduced risk of diseases.

Garlic

5.

Chickpeas

Origin: The Middle East
These peas, most commonly used in the making
of hummus, are chock full
of vitamins such as niacin,
fiber, protein and riboflavin.
They’re tasty and they’re
healthy, with high levels of
folic acids, which are necessary in maintaining normal
body processes.

Origins: Asia & Europe
Raw garlic lowers cholesterol and blood pressure levels, is a known cure for impotence and
even helps to reduce pain associated with insect bites. Not only does garlic inhalation reduce
snoring, crushed garlic applied to the infected area also reduces the outward signs of herpes.
The list goes on, from eliminating gingivitis to preventing backaches; this super food is well
worth the bad breath.

According to the Yak

Photo by Eli Chizever

Last Friday, the Creative Arts Center was evacuated as
a construction accident caused the building’s sprinkler
system to flood three floors of the center. Power was
cut off to the building as crews cleaned up the damage.
The facility was closed to students and faculty Friday
afternoon through Saturday morning.
Wright State officials are evaluating how much damage
was caused by the accident. Caution tape was placed to
keep people from accessing a staircase in the CAC.
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Chipotle
La Columbiana

Olive
Garden
Fazoli’s

What’s your
favorite
restaurant?

Red Lobster
House of
Thai
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Cheesecake
Factory

Sima
Thai 9
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SPORTS 9
Sports briefs:
Staff Reports

Men’s and women’s swimming: While the Horizon
League’s Championships are
still a month away, Wright State
closed out its home portion of
the schedule hosting conference
foe Cleveland State last Saturday.
The Raiders men defeated the
Vikings 205-95 while the women took won by a smaller margin of 179-115. WSU won 27
events on the day. WSU freshman Mitch Stover won three of
the four events he participated
in, including the 400 medley relay, 200 backstroke and the 400
freestyle relay.
On the women’s squad, Kortney Mullen and Samantha
Miller took all four events they
participated in. The duo joined
with Emily Hayhow and Ashlyn
Roberts for a dominating win in
the 400 freestyle relay.
Before the dual meet, WSU
Director of Athletics Bob Grant
and head coach Kyle Oakes honored the program’s six seniors.

Men’s tennis: The Raiders
started the 2015 season on a
sour note falling to Lipscomb
5-2 last Friday. Lipscomb won
the doubles point to start the
contest.
In singles action, Wright
State’s Dan Gilbert was a threeset winner while Lauri Makikalli won in straight sets.
Wright State returns to action
Sunday at Five Seasons Tennis
Club to take on cross-town rival
Dayton.
Women’s tennis: After starting off the season with a 5-2 loss
at home versus Northern Iowa
last Friday, the Raiders returned
to action the next day defeating
Ball State 4-3.
The doubles point that WSU
won over Ball State ended up
being crucial as the two squads
split in singles play. Sophomores Tori Turner and Linsey
Verstrepen had wins over Ball
State as well as newcomer Karoline Haller.
Between doubles and singles
action, Verstrepen has started
the season a perfect 4-0. The
Raiders return home this weekend for a pair of contests.

Pressure Pitching

Photo by Justin Boggs

...Van der Keijl (continued from front page)
has been slow. Saturday was
the first time van der Keijl
played at least 20 minutes at
WSU.
Even after 18 months of
healing, she still feels the
pain from the injury.
“It was hard at the beginning of the season, I couldn’t
practice a lot in the preseason,” van der Keijl said.
“With hard work and practic-

MLB adds pitch-clock to Minor League
games
Lee Barker III
Sports Writer
Barker.94@wright.edu

Basketball has a 24 second
shot clock. Football has a 40 second play clock. Unlike basketball and football, baseball does
not have a time limit to keep the
flow of the game moving. Major League Baseball has made
a few rule changes in the Minor
Leagues in an attempt to speed
up the game for entertainment
purposes.
After a test run in the Arizona
Fall League, when the bases are
unoccupied, a 20-second pitch
clock will be given to pitchers
when they receive the ball back
from the catcher at the DoubleA and Triple-A levels.
In the occurrence of a violation, the batter will be rewarded with a ball. Also, batters will
be required to keep one foot in
the batters’ box at all times during their plate appearance and
there will be shorter breaks in

between innings and pitching
changes.
“I don’t think it’s going to
change the game too much,”
WSU head baseball coach Greg
Lovelady said. “We have one in
college. We don’t necessarily
have a clock that you can see
but the umpire keeps a stopwatch and makes sure that we
are making pitches within 20
seconds. In the SEC, they actually have a clock.”
MLB rule 8.04 states, “When
the bases are unoccupied, the
pitcher shall deliver the ball to
the batter within 12 seconds after he receives the ball.” However, this rule has been ignored
as pitchers have been given as
much time as they please in the
past.
“When they put it in for college, it sped the game up a little
bit but you never see people
getting called for a ball,” Lovelady said. “It doesn’t come into
play too much. I’m sure it has
sped up the game, but it’s nothing like, wow this game is so
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much faster because of the pitch
clock.”
Former MLB Commissioner,
Bud Selig, retired this offseason
and his replacement, Rob Manfred, has been open to the idea
of change in the league.
Lovelady agrees that the pace
of the game needs to be quicker
and brought on the idea of a
shorter season.
“We need to make some
changes in the big leagues,”
Lovelady said. “The wild card
has been hugely successful but
it also devalues the regular season a little bit so why play 162
games? We have to separate
ourselves from the game of
100 years ago. I’m hoping Rob
figures it out and makes some
changes.”
Advancements in technology have opened the door for
the possibility of an electronic
strike zone and replay system to
assure accurate and consistent
results.
@wsuguardian

ing against good players, it
helps a lot.”
The year off gave van der
Keijl an opportunity to adjust
to living in a new nation and
in a city she had never heard
of.
Van der Keijl was an impressive contributor to The
Netherlands’ U-20 squad in
the summer of 2013. In nine
contests, she averaged over
30 minutes a game and 12.7
points a contest.
While van der Keijl is listed
as a sophomore because of
her experience overseas, this
is her first season of playing
college basketball.
Despite offers from Syracuse and Gonzaga, she opted
to commit to Mike Bradbury
and the Raiders. While she
had the opportunity to play
professional basketball in
The Netherlands, the opportunity to get an education
was enough for her to make
the move.
“I want to learn and I when
I came here, I saw they play
physical and fast,” van der
Keijl said. “Playing fast is not
my thing, but playing physical, I can work on that with
Tayler (Stanton) and our other centers in practice.”
Part of the reason van der
Keijl came to Wright State
specifically was because of
guards Kim Demmings and
Tay’ler Mingo. Demmings
was named the league’s Preseason Player of the Year before getting a season-ending
www.theguardianonline.com

injury the first game of the
season. Mingo has stepped
up during Demmings’ absence and been one of the
nation’s leading scorers this
year.
Mingo assisted van der
Keijl five times in Saturday’s
contest.
“Richelle is great. I wish
she could play more but with
all the matchups, it is hard,
especially with us being in
the Horizon League with everyone being small,” Mingo
said. “She has improved a
lot.”
Enough though van der
Keijl is studying mass communications, it was tough
last year for her to communicate with her teammates.
Though van der Keijl learned
English in school, she said
she had a difficult time with
the language. In the last 18
months, her English has improved.
“It is a lot better than it was
last year,” van der Keijl said.
“I was very bad at it.”
“It was difficult at times
[to understand her],” Mingo
said.
Bradbury has seen her
progress since joining WSU.
“She has a really good attitude,” Bradbury said. “She
is continuing to work and
get better even though she
hasn’t gotten a lot of minutes.
Good kid and she continues
to improve.”
January 28, 2015
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Men’s basketball notebook: Benzinger helps Raiders out of
doldrums
Justin Boggs
Sports Editor
Boggs. 59@wright.edu

DETROIT – After scoring four
straight double-figure games
in the non-conference, Wright
State freshman guard came into
Monday’s game at Detroit looking for his first double-figure
performance in the Horizon
League.
He delivered one of his best
performances of the season
Monday matching his career
high with five 3-pointers leading WSU to a 64-53 win breaking the Raiders’ three-game
skid.
Benzinger was a catalyst for
a WSU offense that had been
sputtering in recent games.
WSU started conference play
with the second-worst field goal
percentage in the league, averaging 40.7 percent. On Monday,
WSU shot 45.5 percent from the
field with Benzinger leading the
charge from beyond the arc. He
shot 5-from-9 on 3-pointers and
matching his career high with
18 points.
“We had a young player step
up and make some big shots,”
Wright State head coach Billy
Donlon said about Benzinger.
During WSU’s recent losing streak, Benzinger shot just
1-for-7. Breaking out of a funk
felt good for the freshman from
Cincinnati.
“The games before, we got
open looks against Milwaukee,
Valpo and Cleveland State,”
Benzinger said. “We just had

to stick with it. It’s a process.
They’ll go down one game, and
luckily it was this one.”
After starting off Monday’s
contest making his first three
3-pointers, Benzinger found the
second half was tougher to find
open looks.
“In the second half, they really
contested everything,” Benzinger said. “I even air-balled
one, which was really unusual. I
didn’t like it. They did a good job
on me in the second half, and
that freed up Kendall and he hit
a lot of big shots.”
Benzinger was not the only
player who had a career-night
Monday. Griffin scored 20
points surpassing his previous
career high of 15.
“We were scoring inside and
out,” Griffin said. “That’s pretty
tough to defend. Once they went
to that zone, we had a little bit
of trouble. But for the most part
we played pretty well.”
M*A*S*H*
Wright State forward Steven Davis missed his seventhstraight contest Monday as
he has battled a severe bone
bruise. Davis injured his foot
late in a contest versus Ohio
State on Dec. 27.
Leading up to the injury, he
was starting to play well as he
had 13 points in his final full
game before the injury. His status is day-to-day.
JT Yoho has remained out of
the Raider lineup indefinitely
and he is still weeks away from
returning. Yoho was averaging a
team-high 16.1 points a game.
Mitchell gets the start

Wright State freshman Justin
Mitchell made his fourth start of
the season Monday at Detroit after coming off the bench the last
four games. Mitchell’s presence
was limited as he only played 11
minutes and scored two points.
Senior guard Reggie Arceneaux
came off the bench and played
27 minutes.
“If you start Reggie instead
of Justin, you are subbing really, really young players,” Donlon said. “So if you don’t get off
to a good start like Milwaukee
where we guarded great for the
first six minutes of the game
and then we subbed and it all
went (downhill).”
Five (small) guys
Unlike most conference road
trips, Wright State gets to stay
in its same team hotel as the
Raiders will go cross-town from
Detroit to take on Oakland tonight. Oakland will pose a different challenge than Detroit, as
the Golden Grizzlies have more
size inside.
The Raiders are lacking depth
on the wings with Davis’ and
Yoho’s injuries. At times during Monday’s contest, WSU was
forced to use five guards for
extended stretches as center
Michael Karena got into foul
trouble.
“Oakland starts one of the biggest lineups in our league, especially two through five when
you take (Kahlil) Felder out and
Felder is phenomenal,” Donlon
said. “It will be a different type
of game. And we’ll have to have
a different kind of plan in order
to be successful Wednesday.”

Grant Benzinger vs. Detroit	Photo by Justin Boggs

Women’s basketball: Mingo climbing NCAA statistic rankings
Lee Barker III
Sports Writer
Barker.94@wright.edu

P

owered by Wright State
guard Tay’ler Mingo, the
Raiders split a pair of decisions
last week with a win at home
against Cleveland State and a
road loss to Youngstown State.
Mingo scored at least 30 points
in both contests last week.
Wright State is in second
place in the Horizon League,
but sits two games behind first
place Green Bay in the loss column.
On Jan. 22, the Raiders traveled to Youngstown in an attempt to give the Penguins their
first home loss of the season but
fell short 75-70. The Raiders
10
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led at halftime 29-26 and won
the rebound margin by seven.
Early in the second half, the
Raiders were up by seven but
could not slow down the Penguins who shot 60.7 percent
from the floor, only missing 11
field goals. WSU had 15 offensive rebounds and 20 secondchance points but lost the paint
battle by 10.
Mingo led all scorers with 30
points. Courtney Boyd added
13 points for the Raiders and
Tayler Stanton nearly had a double-double with nine points and
nine rebounds. Breanna Stucke
added 10 rebounds.
The Raiders bounced back at
the Nutter Center last Saturday
against a team that beat them
www.theguardianonline.com

twice last year, Cleveland State.
WSU trailed 20-8 early in the
first half but retaliated with a
zone defense and 31-8 run.
In the second half, the Raiders
protected the ball, and collected
a 25-7 point run. WSU had 28
points off of 19 turnovers for
the game and had a +13 turnover ratio.
“It’s always crucial that we
take care of the ball,” Mingo said.
“It would always mean transition for the other team. I think
we pride ourselves on making
good passes and not turning it
over.”
Mingo led the Raiders with 31
points, six steals and tied a career high with 10 assists collecting her second career double-

@wsuguardian

double. Richelle van der Keijl
posted a career-high 19 points
with 8 rebounds off of the bench
for the Raiders.
“We rely a lot on Mingo,” WSU
head coach Mike Bradbury said.
“Obviously, that’s not hard to
see. She’s been up for it and
played well. We need her to
continue that. We lean on her
pretty heavy.”
Mingo was the Horizon
League’s Player of the Week
last week and surpassed her
1,000th career point for the
Raiders in the second half during the Cleveland State game.
She has scored over 30 points
in three consecutive games averaging 27.6 points per game in
conference play and 23.9 over-
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all. She is ranked fourth in the
NCAA for points per game and
is tied for second in steals per
game with 3.7.
“I just take advantage of what
people give me but there’s no
secret,” Mingo said. “You’ve got
to play hard, I play hard.”
The Raiders currently lead
the Horizon League with 76.8
points per game and 46.3 rebounds per game. They will
travel to Oakland, Michigan next
week in a conference matchup
against the 9-9 Golden Grizzlies.
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Expert care to get you moving again

Experiencing bone or joint pain? The
specialists at Wright State Physicians
Orthopaedics are uniquely trained to get
you moving again.
We specialize in the following:
n
n Hand
Joint replacement
n
n Spine
Sports medicine
n
Shoulder and elbow n Trauma
n
n Podiatry
Foot and ankle
n
n Orthopaedic oncology
Knee

Artist Spotlight: Paige
Beller, quadruple threat

In addition to locations thoughout the Dayton
area, we are conveniently located at the
Wright State Physicians Health Center
on the Wright State University campus.

Cody Drake
Contributing Writer
Drake.50@wright.edu

Growing up listening to sic,” Beller said. When Beller
“the golden oldies and rock- performs by herself, she
abilly” as a kid and then be- brings a soft acoustic sound
coming engulfed in punk that complements her genurock in her early teens gave ine and soulful vocals.
Paige is currently in five
Paige Beller the ability to
create a dynamic sound that different bands. She shares
stems from her personal ex- the stage with: Paige and the
Belairs, Jasper the Colossal,
periences.
“After being super into Sidekick Complex, Duderus
punk rock, I’ve mellowed out and Mayliner.
Beller said when she first
in my early adulthood,” said
started playing
Beller. “Now
I’m just do“It stripped me shows, they were
often unpaid, in
ing
everydown
and
gave
front of small authing I can
me the ability
diences who crituntil I figure
out what is
to step back and icized Beller and
her bands.
next.”
look at the big
“It
stripped
Beller has
me down and
proven time
picture.”
gave me the abilafter
time
ity to step back
that whatever comes next for her, she and look at the big picture.
will conquer the challenge I’m doing what I want to be
and add a new musical talent doing, and I want to do it to
to her vast repertoire. Beller one hundred percent of my
currently plays the guitar, abilities,” said Beller. “Those
bass and drums, and also things I had to go through
that knocked me down made
sings.
“Picking a favorite instru- me want to try harder.”
ment is impossible. I just love
the process of creating mu-

wrightstateortho.org

937.208.2091

Know of a local band that
deserves our
attention? Shoot us an e-mail at
Hendrix.16@wright.edu to let us
know.
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E is for Exploring

“Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness.”-Mark Twain
Leah Kelley
Kelley.90@wright.edu
Editor-in-Chief

T

here is a common
misconception among
college students that traveling is an absolute waste of
money. Or worse yet, that
it’s impossible. If done
properly, traveling
doesn’t have to
be that expensive.
Sleeping in hostels, camping, eating grocery store
food only and buddying up to pay for gas
are only a few ways to
cut travel expenses. If
traveling is something a student wants to do before they
graduate, they should do it.
No excuses.
The Guardian has collected a series of studentsubmitted travel stories over
the past several weeks, each
highlighting a unique aspect
of their travels that changed
them forever.
first went to Europe in
the summer of 1976,

“I

in the heart of the Cold War.
I was eighteen years old,
travelling with a backpack
and a friend in Germany. As
I travelled, I saw signs everywhere of war. One morning
as I sat in a café in Trier, I saw
American F-4’s practice divebombing a target just on
top of the hill. Trains
passed us that were
filled with military
tanks and vehicles,
and when I saw
them I finally realized what was
going on. You never
thought about the
day-to-day realities of
the Cold War when living
in the United States in 1976.
The point is, this is what the
Cold War looked like to people who lived in Germany,
that we never got to see back
home and that was eye opening to me as an eighteen year
old.” –James
hen I was in Nepal,
some high school
students wanted to take me
to visit a temple. We walked

over two hours in the scorching heat to get to the temple,
and when we got there, there
was blood everywhere because priests had sacrificed
buffaloes and goats earlier
that day. Throughout the entire day, the kids would stop
to take random pictures me.
They were hideous candid
photos of me blotting sweat
off my face or drinking water.
After, I went to a girl’s house
to meet her family. They
literally brought me trays
full of food and silently
sat there and watched me
eat. It was like the scene
from “Nacho Libre” when
they’re eating toast in a
silent room and you can
just hear them crunching
and chewing on it. The
only difference was that
I was eating and the rest
were just staring at me
and taking pictures. I
now have a small understanding what celebrities
feel like.” –Brooke
went to Morocco
to study Arabic, and

spent a whole semester there
with ISA. I got a scholarship,
so I ended up paying less to
study abroad than I would to
study at WSU. We got to hike
up mountains and play with
monkeys. We got to spend a
weekend in the Sahara desert camping out, riding camels and riding 4x4’s through
the desert sand dunes. When
you’re abroad it’s super easy
to travel to other countries.

Who is “Daym Drops”,
and where did you come up
with that name?
The name “Daym Drops”
is made up in parts of my
actual name, which is Daymon. So my friends throughout school would always call
me, “Daym” for short. Once
I knew the direction of my
YouTube Channel, I wanted
it to pop. And so being that
I was releasing a new video
each week, I would call it a
drop instead of a release.
Hence, “Daym Drops” a new
video each week!
What inspired you to do
food reviews, and when did
you start?
Honestly, there was no
solid inspiration for my Food
Reviews. I honestly did not
think much of it. But working as an assistant manager
for Wal-Mart back in 2010, I
had spare time on my lunch
and thought filming a food
review would be a great way
to kill the time. I already had
a YouTube Channel that I
would just upload random
crazy footage to, but once I
started uploading Food Re-

views, that is when the views
started coming in. So I stuck
with that path.
Do you have a target audience for your reviews?
My Food Reviews are for
everyone! In the beginning,
however, the language for
my reviews was a bit more
graphic in nature, and once I
realized how many children
were watching my reviews
from the comments, that is
when I made the decision to
keep my material G-rated for
the entire family. So when I
say my reviews are watched
by all ages, that speaks in volumes!
Of all the foods you have
reviewed, which one would
you rate the best/worst
and why?
I would rate my, “Five Guys
Burgers and Fries” as the
best, because that is the review which changed my life
in a major way. Once that review went viral in 2012, (in
part of both being voted to
the number one spot on Reddit and The Gregory Brothers
taking the food review and
turning it into the song, “Oh

My Dayum”) it opened up
many avenues for me from
big brand sponsors. I got my
own TV Show, “Best Daym
Takeout,” which aired on the
Travel Channel in 2013, and I
also worked with both Dr. Oz
and Jimmy Fallon.
As for the worst food review, it is a strong tossup between the Pulled Pork from
Subway and Burger King’s
french fry burger. I have others that would fall into this
category but those two definitely stand out for me!
Describe some of the
qualities you look for in a
food item that would give
it a 5 all day (a 5 all day is
what Daym Drops calls a 5
star rating).
Does this bite live up to the
name? Often we can watch
a commercial and the item
looks amazing on it, but when
you watch my food review,
you will notice the truth. And
if by chance I actually receive
something that is “commercial worthy” I hope the taste
blows me away! So both the
presentation and taste play
a major role in identifying

“W

F is for Food Reviews
Patrick Schmalstig
Contributing Writer
schmalstig.5@wright.edu

“Y

ouTube, Facebook,
Twitter; it’s your
main man Daym Drops back
again with another, Super Official Food Review; can you
dig it baby? I know you can.
Hey listen man!”
Those of you who are fans
of Daym Drops will be very
familiar with this introduction at the beginning of each
of his Youtube videos. For
those who aren’t familiar,
Daym Drops is a Youtube
personality who specializes in honest food reviews
of various fast food menu
items.
I was inspired to start following his reviews after I
heard the popular song “Oh
my Dayum” made from his
Five Guys Burger and Fries
review. I decided to contact
him for an interview for The
Guardian’s food issue to see
where his inspiration comes
from, and to see how he does
his food reviews.

“I

I actually got to go to Europe a couple times, and the
most money I ever spent on
a round-trip ticket to Europe
was $80. You learn a lot about
yourself. You’re vulnerable,
but you’re vulnerable in a really good way because you’re
forced to get to know yourself in a world where no one
knows you or has expectations for you.” –Hannah
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what is a 5 All Day.
Describe your experience being a food reviewer.
What joys do you get out of
it? What challenges have
you faced?
I love being one of the many
go-to individuals for what is
real when it comes to a great
bite to eat. You will never
find me saying something is
good just because I am being
sponsored by the company. If
the item is nasty, I simply say
that it is nasty and then break
down as to why I do not enjoy that particular item. This
is my passion because I am
not only being honest with
my viewers about something,
but I am being real with myself. And in this industry, that
drives everything, the ability
to truly do what you love and
enjoy every second of it.
The people make my journey worthwhile. When they
see me at the mall or out and
about, after the greeting they
want to know what is next on
the menu and/or they shoot
a few ideas my way. The
struggle? Honestly, I have yet
to hit that road.

